Human Life in Worldwide Standard Human Society
In the world and Universal Society of Standard Human:
1/ Collective knowledge, and collective belief, and collective management will be
established and ruling.
2/ The management of Standard Human will control human weaknesses and will
control all aspects of his life (Politics, religion, culture, economy and science) in the best
possible way, and create a world which gives grandeur to human beings.
3/ By accepting the doctrine of Standard Humanism the traditional ignorance which
spreads schism and is ruling over some of religious and ideological groups (Which has been a
reason for a large group of clean hearted people to run away from healthy human beliefs and
incline towards pseudo beliefs) will fade away, and by establishment of clear human laws
they will get near to the true essence of human unity and peace.
4/ Standard Humanism will visualize the dream of peace and human unity which is
the ideal for human religions and beliefs.
5/ With the thought and management of Standard Human, human life will freshen up
and become renewed in a spectacular way; the authenticity of cultures will be preserved in a
beautiful manner and architecture, attire and customs and rituals of them will reach their
origin and dynamism, and they will shine brightly at their ideal and standard level.
6/ After understanding and Standard Humanism school of thought becoming
pervasive and establishment of Universal Society of Standard Human, a lot of political and
religious groups, and superstitious cultures and economic organizations which ransacked
people were dissolved and vanished from the face of the earth and never had the chance to be
present in the humane and animated human society - to impose pain and ransack people.
7/ The thought of standard human is the thought of moving towards positivity,
without discussion and tension and involvement and ideological tension with other ideas.
8/ The thought of standard human is the first common universal thought of mankind
which heralds a peaceful life along with respect towards others.
9/ The Satanic 10% is vicious and power seeking, selfish, superiority seeking and
cheeky and wanton, and the positive people are weak in face of them and under oppression;
as a result the only way to overcome these oppressive and avarice ignorant people is human
unity; otherwise oppression and pains will always spread its wings over human life; human
unity under the umbrella of universal law, will control the Satanic 10% and will nullify its
negative force and make it ineffective.
10/ Positive people under the shelter of law will fight with the Satanic 10% and by
following the five humane principles of Standard Humanism and voting for establishment of
Universal Society of Standard Human, will take control of their world.
11/ A model human being by accepting the five principles of Standard Humanism and
practicing them will nullify the penetration of negative forces to human life and create a
world devoid of selfishness and pride and avarice and greed and avidity and ignorance.

12/ Standard Humanism is a new humane experience, which will elevate humane
level of thought and expectations one step further, and approximate it to the level of elite
universal mentality and understanding and consideration.
13/ The Universal Society of Standard Human is a new universal management which
will leave the control of the world in the hands of human beings.
14/ The management of the Universal Society of Standard Human is the management
of honesty and wisdom and correctness.
15/ The management of the Universal Society of Standard Human, is the management
and governance of humanity over human beings.

In the world and Universal Society of Standard Human:
The architecture of the world will get modernized and changed, and cities and villages and
countries will be built again, in appropriate geographical locations where they are safe from
flood and earthquake and storms and …; also the disperse of the population will be in a way
that the population of cities will be based on need and proportionate with the capacity of the
cities, ….
The architecture of cities and countries of the world will be designed and executed
based on the geographical and climate situation, and based on their architectural culture, and
with a combination of the best aspects of modern ar-chitecture, so that it can make human
world new and modern once again; since universal tourism is one of the most important
goals of Standard Humanism, hence the world of human beings should have a lot of variety
and should be beautiful and wonderful, and here architecture has the first word, ….
With the design and construction of a modern and beautiful world which has variety,
wherever in the world we go to, we will see the variety in the architecture in cities, streets,
buildings, shops, houses, parks, squares, monuments, churches, mosques, temples,
restaurants, hotels, recreation centers, inns, roads and also the nature of the evergreen and
beautiful world of ours and we will get joy from living with such variety in architecture in all
parts of the world, and learn numerous lessons; also in our human journey to different parts
of the world, we will get to know the people of the world and the numerous noble and
beautiful cultures, the variety in customs and rituals, wonders, marvels, innovations and
colorful cultural and artistic improvisations and all kinds of foods and delicacies and will
taste from all of them, with the joy and tranquility that is our beautiful and worthy world
because of the pervasive management of Universal Society of Standard Human all the poor
and pained and needy people are saturated and rich! And there is no trace of privation and
poverty in the world.
The world of Standard Human is the beautiful and noble world full of variety.

In the world and Universal Society of Standard Human:
1/ There is no trace of pain and hardship and poverty and oppression and adversity and
misery there.
2/ World economy works for the benefit of the people of the world.
3/ There will be no poor country in the world to send humiliated people to the world so
that they are forced to do humiliating jobs in other parts of the world and in rich countries,
not because these jobs are humiliating in nature, but because you immigrate to a rich country
because of the poverty in your country, you would be forced to choose jobs which will cause
humiliation and mortification in face of your personality and your family; you will accept this
personality humiliation because you have to! This personality mortification will abject you,
and abjection the personality of man is not a humane act!
In the world and Universal Society of Standard Human the personality of a man
will never be humiliated, as you will be working in your beautiful and rich country with
pride and will reach the suitable social stance through complete vocational and personality
satisfaction; you will only travel to another country along with your family that as a person
you want to spend your free time on a touristic beautiful fun trip; and the people from other
nations, when they see you with a different culture and a beautiful and different outfit who
has travelled to their country, they will get happy seeing you and will love sitting down and
chatting with you ….
This is the humane world of Universal Society of Standard Human, which appreciates
the personality of all human beings to the level they are worthy of, and defends the dignity
and personality of all human beings, a respect which will be visualized and put into through a
worthwhile manage-ment and dynamic and elite humane laws.

In the world and Universal Society of Standard Human:
Commerce and industry and agriculture is managed and led in the most complete form, a
coordinated management and in line with creating suitable jobs and production for all that is
needed for living and in all sectors of work and production by economy and world commerce
department which is managed in a coordinated manner, as a result the countries of the world
will walk the road of growth and development in a special and unique manner.
Basically since the management of human world, based on Standard Human
philosophy and thought, is the management of universal wisdom and knowledge, as a result
all that mankind has is at the service of the best of a suitable life that can be envisioned for
mankind; since Standard Humanism deeply believes in human respect and human unity
and human life, hence it sees a superior and complete humane life in all the materialistic and
spiritual aspects the right of all the African, American, Asian, European, people from Oceania
and all the residential places all across the globe, with any ethnicity, nationality, color,
language, religion, ritual and culture will be preserved ….

Today's man should remove all the inhumane ob-stacles that are on his way for
creating the best existence which is worthy of a humane life.
We need the best world, as we are the best people worthy of spending the best human life.
Since Standard Humanism is a strong advocate of humanity and justice, and
human peace and happiness to the benefit of all the human world, and sees himself
responsible for establishing universal peace and humanity, as a result he believes that
establishing justice and humanity should only be carried out through a universal, humane,
and peace seeking powerful organization - who considers the benefit of all the people of
the world with all their beliefs and cultures and tastes; ….

The stages of world reform
(Based on Standard Humanism Thought)

After accepting the culture and belief of Standard Human, the world is ready for its
fundamental and substantial change; and after the formation of Universal Society of Standard
Human the stages of his complete and pervasive growth will commence:
1/ First mankind gets ready to accept Standard Humanism.
2/ The world will go toward formation and establishment of Universal Society of Standard Human
- and its fundamental and systematic order.
3/ The serious resistance and objections of the Satanic 10% will commence, but with will power
and vigilance and universal unity it will soon become under control and annihilated.
4/ The strong management system of Universal Society will be established and reinforced, and
start its renovation.
5/ The era for human flourish will start.
6/ Peace and tranquility will be established.
7/ The flow of positive energies in the world, and in religion, and in politics, culture, and economy
will get fast and with more tempo.
8/ The evolutional era of annihilation of the vicious nature of the destruction of the Satanic 10%
and its annihilation starts.
9/ Justice and humanity will rule.
10/ Mankind will start moving towards the heaven on Earth - which is the prologue to the life on
the true extraterrestrial Heaven (The life of mankind after this life).
11/ The next stage of human life on Earth and other galaxies and worlds will start; (Different
physical and spiritual worlds) ….

After realizing the "the importance of reaching justice and peace and avoiding
ignorance and oppression" mankind will be able to pass the stage of life in the world, and
start the superior worlds after! Otherwise he will still be wandering and lost in the world of
the Satanic 10% ….
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